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ABSTRACT

A self-tuning fuzzy control methodology via particle swarm optimization based on robust stability criterion, is proposed. The plant to be controlled is modeled considering a Takagi-Sugeno (TS) fuzzy structure from input-output experimental data, by using the fuzzy C-Means clustering algorithm (antecedent parameters estimation) and weighted recursive least squares (WRLS) algorithm (consequent parameters estimation), respectively. An adaptation mechanism based on particle swarm optimization is used to tune recursively the parameters of a fuzzy PID controller, from the gain and phase margins specifications. Computational results for adaptive fuzzy control of a thermal plant with time varying delay is presented to illustrate the efficiency and applicability of the proposed methodology.

INTRODUCTION

In general, the most practical control loop is characterized by changes in the plant to be controlled due to uncertainty, nonlinearity, stochastic disturbances, change in the nature of the input, propagation of disturbances along the chain of unit processes, varying time pure delay, etc. In all such situations, a conventional controller presents limitations to maintain the performance of the control loop at acceptable levels. Therefore, to overcome this problem, there is a need for an adaptive control, which can automatically sense these unforeseen variations in the plant behavior and be able to correct itself so guarantee the desired performance of the control loop. Adaptive control was first proposed in 1951 by (Draper & Li, 1951) to optimize the performance of an internal combustion engine in the presence of uncertainties, in which an optimal control law was automatically designed according to the operating point. The next major step in adaptive control was taken by Whitaker et al. (1958) when they considered adaptive aircraft flight control systems, employing a reference model to obtain error signals between the actual
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and desired behavior, which were used to modify the controller parameters to attain ideal behavior to the extent possible in spite of uncertain and time varying dynamic behavior.

In fact, the adaptive control has proved its viability with important current and potential applications (Nair et al., 2015; Masumpoor et al., 2015; Mendes & Neto, 2015; Niu et al., 2014; Fuhrhop et al., 2013). Although has reached a considerable degree of maturity with respect to significant theoretical and algorithmic advances, adaptive control is still an open field for the proposal of new methodologies. In this context, a self-tuning adaptive fuzzy control methodology based on robust stability criterion via particle swarm optimization is proposed. The plant to be controlled is identified by a TS fuzzy inference structure from input-output experimental data, by using the fuzzy C-Means clustering algorithm and WRLS algorithm for antecedent and consequent parameters estimation, respectively. An adaptation mechanism based on particle swarm optimization is used to tune the fuzzy PID controller parameters, via Parallel Distributed Compensation (PDC) strategy (Wang et al., 1995), based on gain and phase margins specifications, recursively, according to identified fuzzy model parameters of the plant to be controlled. Computational results for adaptive fuzzy control of a thermal plant with time varying delay is presented to illustrate the efficiency and applicability of the proposed methodology.

**BACKGROUND**

The pioneer researches in adaptive control occurred in the early 1950s motivated mainly by the design of autopilots for high-performance aircraft. The main complexities in such projects are the wide range of speeds and altitudes that the aircraft operates, nonlinear dynamics and time varying characteristics. Primary results on adaptive flight control are given in Gregory (1959), Mishkin and Braun (1961) and Whitaker et al. (1958). Although these works were successful, the lack of concise theoretical framework and a disaster in a flight test diminished the interest in the area (Taylor and Adkins, 1965).

However, the interest in adaptive control increased again in the 1970s due to many contributions to control theory in the 1960s (Astrom, 1983). State space techniques, stochastic control and stability theory based on Lyapunov were introduced. Dynamic programming introduced by Bellman (1957) and dual control theory introduced by Feldbaum (1960-1961), increased the understanding of the adaptive process. Tsypkin (1971), who showed that many schemes for learning and adaptive control could be described in a common framework as recursive equations of the stochastic approximation type, also made fundamentals contributions. There were also important developments in systems identification and in parameters estimation (Astrom and Eykhoff, 1971).

The adaptive control theory has matured since contributions mentioned above, and have emerged in three main adaptive control schemes: *Gain scheduling, model reference adaptive systems and self-tuning controllers*. Gain scheduling approach is used when it is possible to find measurable variables, called scheduling variables, which correlate well with changes in the process dynamics in various operations points. These variables are normally obtained based on knowledge of the physics of the system. The controller parameters are determined for each operating point and stored into a look-up table. The gain scheduler consists of an adjustment mechanism, which detects the system operating point through the scheduling variables and selects the corresponding values of the controller parameters in the look-up table. In the model reference adaptive control approach, some reference model is defined to specify the desired performance of the control system. The parameters of the controller are adjusted by an adjustment mechanism, in such a way that the error between the model output and the process output becomes